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Introduction

We use Pollution Risk Forecasting to provide 

information to the public on where and when to bathe.

Our current method uses the relationship between 

rainfall and water quality to give daily forecasts, and is 

currently used at 38% of bathing waters (155).

We have developed a new method which is ~30% more 

accurate than our current method and applicable to 

~80% of our bathing waters.
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Factors affecting bathing water quality



Water Quality Variables

Time - month, day of 

bathing season, time;

Wind speed

Salinity Tidal Range

ETR

Rain

UV Index

Month

Alongshore wind

Solar Radiation - UV 

Index, extraterrestrial 

radiation (ETR)

Rain - gauge, radar;

Wind – speed, direction, 

onshore and alongshore 

components;

Flow – salinity 

(freshwater proxy);

Tide - range, height (min 

on day, max on day, at 

sample time), HW 

relative at sample time;



Results – bivariate regression



Results – multiple linear regression



2018 Within day bacti variation

Sub-daily variables were added to the bivariate 

regression and the MLR analysis repeated. Results 

showed in day variation evident in 156 of the 414 

bathing waters.

Hourly data were compiled for all variables (monster 

amount of data processing), and the MLR equations 

were used to calculate hourly levels of IE throughout 

the 2016 (dry) and 2017 (wet) bathing seasons;

Tools built to post process and visualise results.









Diurnal variation in bacti levels - Swansea

Wyer M, et al., 2013







Issues we have when assessing our results

Low values of r2 (typically 0.2 – 0.4).

Low numbers of “dirty” samples to build models, and 

no validation data.

Bias in sampling time and/or tidal time.

Variability in samples taken close together in time and 

space.

Accuracy of weather forecast.



Forward look

Further data analysis looking at non-linear 

relationships, data transformations, significant outliers, 

high leverage points, and highly influential points, 

censored results, diagnostics.

Further acquisition of river flow and met data.

Produce scientific papers for Water Research journal.

Apply the methodology to a shellfish water (e.g. the 

Fal) to test the feasibility for a wider project.



Questions


